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Abstract

Let E be a vector bundle over an algebraic manifold X. An explicit Iocal construction of
characteristic classes cn(E) with values in Bigrassmannian cohomology that are defined in
§ 1 is given. In the special esse n = dim E it reduces to the construction of cn(E) with
values in the Grassmannian cohomology given in [BMS].

Our construction implies immediately an explicit construction of ehern class~ with values

in Hn (X, K~) , where K~ is the sheaf of Milnors K -groups.

A construction of classes cn(E) with values in motivic cohomology is given for n $ 3 .
For n = 2 it could be considered as a motivic analog of the lo.cal combinatorial formula
of Gabrielov, Gelfand and Losik for the first Pontryagin class ([GGLD. The reason for the
restriction n ~ 3 is the absence of a good theory of n -logarithms for n > 4 today.

Explicit constructions of the universal ehern classes Cn E Hn (BGLm ., K~) and for

n ~ 3 Cn E HJ:1(BGLm " Z(n)) ( HM : motivic cohomology) are given.
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§ 1 Introduction

1. ehern classes with values in Hn (~y, K::) . Let Lbe a line bundle over X. There

is the following classieal eonstruetion of Cl (L) E Hl (X, 0"') . Choose a Zariski eovering

{Ui} of X such that LI Ui is trivial. Choose non-zero sections Si E r(Ui, L) . Then

Si / Sj E r (Ui n Uj, 0"') satisfies the eocyele eondition and hence define a eohomology elass

cl(L) E Hl(X,O"') .

Let us define the preshea.f ofMilnor's K -groups on X as follows: its section over an open set
U is the quotient group of O"'(U) ® ... ® O·(U) by the subgroup generated by elements

, I
Y

n times

91 ® ... ® 9k ® I ® (1 - I) ® 9k+3 ® ... ® 9n, 9i, 1,1 - I E O"'(U) .

Let us denote by KM the sheaf associated with this presheaf. We will denote by {lI,···, In}
"the image of 11 ® ... ® In E 0*(U)0n in KM (U) .

n

In § 3 for any vector bundle E over X an explieit construetion of the Chern elasses

entE) E Hn(x,~) will be given.

The eonstruetion of entEn) for an n -dimensional vector bundle En follows from [SI]

and [BMS], eh. 1. More precisely, let Ui be a Zariski covering such that En IUi is trivial.

Choose a section Si E r(Ui, En) such that Sil (x), .. . ,Si"+1 (x) are in generic position on
n

Ui1···i n+1 := Ui 1 n ... n Uin +1 • Then Si"+l (x) = l: ai" (x) . Sil; (x) and
k=l

is a cocycle in the Cech complex.

I will generalize this construction to vector bundles of arbitrary dimension and show that for

Cl (E) it gives exactly the described above cocyele for Cl (det E) .

2. Applications. There is a canonical map of sheaves

Here n~g (respectively n~l ) is the sheaf of n -forms with logarithmic singularities at infinity
(respectively closed n -fonns). Therefore we get a construction of characteristic classes with

values in Hn (X, n~g) and Hn (~Y, n~l) . Note that the Atiyah's construction provides us
characteristic classes in Hn(X, nn) ([A], see also [HarD.

3. The Grassmannian bicomplex and Bigrassmannian cohomology (see [01], [02],
compare with [GGL] and [BMS]). Let Y be a set and Cn(Y) be a free abelian group

generated by elements (YO,···, Yn) of yn+l := ..,Y x ... X y# . There is a complex
....

n+l

(C*(Y), d) where

n

d(yo,'" ,Yn) := L (-l)i(yO,'" ,Yi,·· . ,Yn)
i=O

2
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This is just the simplieial eomplex of the simplex whose vertiees are labeled by elements of
Y. Suppose that a group G aets on Y. Let us eall elements of the quotient set G \ yn+l
by configurations of elements of Y. Denote by Cn(Y) a free abelian group generated by

configurations of (n + 1) elements of Y. There is a eomplex (C*(Y), d) , where d is defined

by the same formuta (1.1) and C*(Y) = C.(Y)G . We will also apply this eonstruetion to
subsets of G \ y n+1 of "eonfigurations in generie position".

Now let us denote by Cn ( m) a free abelian group generated by eonfigurations of n + 1
vectors in generie position in an m -dimensional vecter space V m over F (Le. any m

vectors of the eonfiguration are linearly independent). In this case there is another map:

i : Cn(m) --. Cn-l(m - 1)
n

cf : (VD, ... , vn ) 1-+ L (-1) i (VD IVD, ... , Vi, ... , Vn )

i=D

Here (Vi IVQ, ••• , Vi, ..• , Vn ) is a eonfiguration of vecters in V m / (Vi) obtained by projeetion
of vectors Vj E V m , j:p i . Then there is the following bicomplex

1 1 1
Cn+4(n + 2)

d
Cn+3(n + 2)

d
Cn+2(n + 2)... --. --. -.

! d' 1 d' 1 d' (1.2)
Cn+3(n + 1)

d
Cn+2(n + 1)

d
Cn+l(n + 1)... -. --. -.

1 d' ! d' 1 d'

Cn+2(n)
d

Cn+l(n)
d

Cn(n)... -. --. -+

We will call it the Grassmannian bicomplex (over )( = SpecF ).

There is a subcomplex (C*(n), d)

--. Cn+2(n) .! Cn+1(n) .! Cn(n) (1.3)

of the bicomplex (1.2). This is the Grassmannian complex introduced in [52], [BM5], see
also [Q2].

Let üS denote by (BC.(n), 8) the total complex associated with the bicomplex (1.2):
BCn(n) := Cn(n) . We will suppose that BCn(n) placed in degree n and 8 has degree

+1 .

Now let us give a more geometricai interpretation of the Grassmannian bicomplex that also

explains the name.

Let (eI,"', ep+q+l) be a coordinate frame in a vecter space V. Let us denote by G~ the
open subset of the Grassmannian of q -dimensional subspaces ef pp+q which are in transverse
to the coordinate hyperplanes. R. MacPherson constructed in [M] an isemorphism

. GP ~ {configurations of p + q + 1 vectors in generic} (1.4)
m. q position in a p-dimensional vector space
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Namely, m(~) is a configuration formed by images of ej m V/ ~ .

Let
z: Var ~ Ab (1.5)

be a funetor frorn the category of algebraic varieties over F to the one of abelian groups
that sends a variety J'Y to the free abelian group generated by F -points of X. Applying it

to (1.4) we get an isomorphism

(1.6)

For each integer i such that 0 :5 i :5 p + q , there are intersection maps ai and projection
maps bi

(1.4)

Here the subspace ai(~) is the intersection of € with the i - th coordinate hyperplane and
the 'subspace bi(~) is the projection of ~ on the i - th hyperplane by the projection with

the center at i - th vertex of the simplex. We get a Bigrassmannian G(n)

!!
=t an+2

0

!! bo !! bn+l
G(n) : (;n+l ao (;n+l (1.7)=t 1 =t 0

an +l
!! bo !! bn+1 bo !! bn

Gn
ao

G n (1().
an:::; 2 :::; 1 =t; 0

an +l alt

Applying func10r (1.5) 10 it, considering differentials d = E(-l)iai and d' = E(-l)ibi and
using isomorphism 1.6 we get the Grassmannian bicomplex.

Now let us sheafefy these constructions.

A bicomplex of sheaves on X called the Grassmannian bicomplex ~ [G(n )] is constructed

as folIows: For a point x EX, the stalk of ~ [G(n)] at x is the formal linear combinations

of germs at x of maps from X to G~ . The corresponding bicomplex looks as follows
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1 1
~[a(n)] : Z [aU+1]

d
~[aÖ+1] (1.8)... -+ =1 1 -+

1d' 1d'

~[al]
d

~[Go]... -+ ~

Here ~ [Go] placed in degree (11.,0) and d (respectively d' ) has degree (1,0) (respectively

(0,1) ). The hypercohomology ofthe total complex associated with this bicomplex ofsheaves

is the Bigrassmannian cohomology of ..-Y. We will denote it as H*(.ly,~[G(n)]) . Note

that the Grassmannian cohomology of [BMS] maps canonically to the Bigrassmannian one,

but there is no inverse map.

In § 2 we will construct explicitely characteristic classes Cn (E) E H2u (X, 1= [G(11.)]) . There

is a homomorphism of eomplexes of sheaves

(1.9)

(see § 3), that provides a construction of characteristic classes

cn(E) E Rn (.lY, I(~)

4. Polylogarithms (compare with [GGL], [BMS], [HM]). Now let F = C . Note that Gö is
almost canonically isomorphie to (C*)11 . Indeed, aceording to (1.4) a point ~ E Gö defines

an (ordered) configuration of n + 1 veetors in generic position in C" : In(~) = ('0O," . ,v,,) .
U ft

So '00 = L: ZiVi and the map ~ I---t (Z1,··· ,Zu) provides an isomorphism Gö~ (C*t .
i=1

Therefore there is a eanonical multivalued holomorphic n - 1 form

1 11. _
Wö := - ,,(-1 )I log Zid log Z1 /\ ... 1\ d log Zi /\ ... /\ Zn (1.10)

nL.-J
i=1

on Gö
Consider the mulivalued Deligne complex Q( 11.) on a variety }~ ( Q placed in degree

0, d has degree +1 ):

Q (2~" fio(y,) ~ fi1()~) ~ ... .! fip-1(y) -+ 0

Here Oi represents multivalued holomorphic differential forms, i.e. holomorphic differential
forms defined on the universal covering space Y of }~. We wish to consider a tripIe complex

[) which is the mulivalued complex Q( 11,) in the vertical direction and is a double complex

constructed frorn the Bigrassmannian G( 11.) in the horizontal directions. All differentials

have degree +1 .
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A 2n -cocycle in the complex D is just a collection of (n - 1 - p - q) -forms {~} such

that
/wp - "(_1); ! ..1> ~(_l)ib'!" .11-1(, q - Li a.wq _ 1 + 4J lW(j (1.11)

Conjecture 1.1 There exists a 2n -cocycle Ln in the triple complex D such that its wo
component is given by formula (1.10).

The collection of forms {w~} is, of course, the Grassmannian n -logarithrn conjectured
in [BMS], [HM]. However for an explicit construction of the ehern classes in Deligne

cohomology we have to construct the whole Bigrassmannian n -logarithm and it is not
sufficient to construct only its Grassmannian part. The main construction of this paper (see
§ 2) gives a construction of

using the Bigrassmannian polylogarithm Ln . The coincidence of this class with the one
constructed by A.A. Beilinson [B2] is provided by formula (1.10) (see theorem 5.11). The

problem of construction of a collection of forms {~} satisfying the condition .(1.11) goes
back to [GGL], see also [You], where the real-valued forms on the corresponding manifolds
over R were considered, (forms sp,q ).

The most interesting component of Ln is a multivalued function Pu := w~_l on G~_l .
The cocycle condition means that it should satisfy two "2n + I-tenn" functional equations

2n

L(-I)iaiPn = (27fi)nq1
;=0

2n

L (-I);bi Pn = (21r'i)llq2
;=0

(1.12a)

(1.12b)

where ql, q2 E Q . Note that ai, bi have sense after lifting of maps ai, b; to the simply

connected covering spaces.

Instead of the Deligne complex Q(n)'O one could consider the real Deligne complex R( n)'O
that is the total complex of the following bicomplex

s& d s1 d d sx d srt+l d
~ ---+ ~ ~ ~

R(n)'O: i O'n Tan (1.13)

flX
a 0 71 +1 a
~ X ~

where (Sx' d) is the de Rham complex of the real-valued fonns, (oe, B) is the de Rham
complex of holomorphic fonns with logarithmic singularities at infinity, an = (_I)n-1 . Re
for odd n and (-1)nlnl for even and S& placed in degree 1.

One can consider the tripIe complex 0 which is the complex R(n)'O in the verticaJ

direction and is a double complex constructed from the Bigrassmannian G(n) in the

horizontal directions. In fact it is more naturally to consider complex for computation of

the hypercohomology of the Bigrassmannian G(n) with coefficients in R(n)'O (for Ws we
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(1.14)

should replace the complex (fl~n, a) in (1.13) by its Dolbeaux resolution (VRn,q) for

example), but it is not important for our purposes.

Conjecture 1.1 ' There exists a 2n -cocycle L~ in the tripie complex D' such that ils

component over Gö is given by the Jollowing Jormulas:

wö' = Qn (~t (_l)i log zidlog Zl A··· A d log Zi A··· A dlOgzn) E 8;;-:1
n . 1 0

1=

wö" = dlogz1 /\ ... /\ dlogzn E flx
(dwlI' + an (wö") = 0)

, I ~

The corresponding component Pn 0/ Ln on G~_l should satisfy the "clean" (2n + 1) -term
equations

2n

L (-I)iaiP~ = 0
i=O

2n

L (-I)ibiP~ = 0
;=0

(l.l4a)

(1.14b)

From the other hand there are the cIassical polylogarithms Lin(z) that are functions of

one complex variable z. They were defined by Joh. Bemoulli and L. Euler on the unit disc

Izl ::; 1 by absolutely convergent series

00 k

Lin(z) =L :n '
k=l

and can be continued analytically 10 a multivalued function on Cpl \ {G, 1,00} using the

inductive formu1as

Li}(z) = -log(1- z)
z

Lin(z) = JLin-l(t) ~t
o

It tums out that Lin(z) has aremarkable single-valued version (Bo = 1, BI = -1/2, B2 =
1/6" .. are Bemoulli numbers) ([Zn

Re(n : odd) (~Bk' 2k
k . )

.cn(z) = I (. ) L.J k' log Izl' Lln-k(Z) 1m n . even k .
=0

L:}(z) = log Izi
For example

.c2(Z) = Im(Li2(Z)) + axg(1 - z) . log Izi

is the Bloch-Wigner function, and

.c3(Z) = Re(Li3(z) -log Izl· Li2(z) + ~ log2lzl· LiIIZI)
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was used in [G1]. Tbe funetions .cn ( z) for arbitrary n were written by D. Zagier, [Z1].
,

Explieit fonnulas expressing the Bigrassmannian polylogarithms Ln 1 Ln by the elassieal

polylogarithms for n ::; 3 were given in [GI] (see also [G2] and § 5 of this paper). For

exarnple L~ , that is a function on the 9-dimensional manifolds G~ , is expressed by

.c3(z) . However for n 2 4 the "natural" eoeycle Ln ean not be expressed by the classical

polylogarithms (the reason was explained in S. of § 1 in [GI]).

An interesting geometrical eonstruetion ofthe Grassmannian 2 and 3-1ogarithms was suggested
by M. Hanamura and R. MaePherson [Han-M]. Tbe existence of the Grassmannian n

logarithms for 11, ::; 3 was proved in [HM].

In fonnulas for L:l , (11,::; 3) 1 given in s. 9 of [GI]. It is interesting that a11 forms w~+j are
equal to zero for i > O. TItis means that the Bigrassmannian n -logarithms for n ::; 3 reduees

essentia11y to its Grassmannian part {w~} . Thus is a nontrivial fact about the Grassmannian
n -logarithms, n ::; 3 . But this is not true for 11. 2 4 . For example, already forms w;+l
can not be choosen equal to zero for n 2 4 . This is another important difference between

cases 11, ~ 3 and n ;::: 4 . It shows why we have 10 enlarge the Grassmannian polylogarithms

to the Bigrassmannian one.

5. The universal Chern classes Cn E H n (BGLull I(~I) . Recall that the classifying spaee
for a group G ean be represented by the simplicial scheme

+- 2BG. : *~ G +- G ...-
In § 4 I will eonstruet explicitely the universal ehern classes Cn E Hn (BGLm(F)., ~f) 1 rn 2
n . This is a refinement of the construction frorn § 2 and, of course, implies it immediately.

More precisely, a Zariski covering {Ud iE! defines a simplieial scheme U. :

I1 Ui ~ I1 Uioi 1 ~ I1 U;oi 1 i'J .. '

iE! io <i1 EI io<i1 <i2 EI

A G -bundle E over .rY given by its transition functions gij E r(Uij, G) defines a canonical

rnap of simplicial schemes u : U. -+ BG• . Dur G -bundle is the inverse image of the

canonical G -bundle EG. Z BG. over BG. and cn(E) = U""cn .

As a byproduct I get an explieit algebraie eonstruction of eohornology classes generating the
ring H""(GLm ) . The existence of such a style description ofthe usual topological cohomology
of GLm was eonjectured by A.A. Beilinson [B3].

6. The universal motivic Chern classes. In § 4 an explicit construction of such Chern

classes

Cn E HJ:1(BGLm" Z(n)) 1 n ~ 3

will be given. It implies, in particularly, an explicit construetion of the Chern classes Cn (E)
with values in Deligne cohomology Hi)l(X, Z(n)) by means of the classical n -logarithms

(n ::; 3) . A cocycle representing the ususal topologieal characteristie class Cn ( E) E

H 2n(x, Z) in the Ceeh comples was constructed by J.L. Brylinsky and D. MacLaughlin
[B-M].

A loeal combinatorial fonnula for all Pontryagin classes was suggested by I.M. Gelfand and
R. MacPherson [GM2].
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Let H~s(C, R) be the rißg of continuous cohomology of a Lie group C. It is known that

H* (CL (C) R) = A* (b(m) b(m) b(m) )
cis m, R 1 '3,""", 2m-1

b~;21 E H;'t~-l(GLm(C), R)

As a byproduct ofthe construction ofthe universal ehern classes Cn E Hf:;l(BGLm(C), R( 11,)) ,
we get an explicite formula for (measurable) cocycles representing classes b~'~l~l for 11, ~ 3

and arbitrary rn :2: 211, - 1 by means of the classical n -logarithm. The formula for b1 is

well-known: b1(g):= log Idet gl, 9 E GLm(C) , is a l-cocycle. The formula for b~2)
was found by D. Wigner in the middle of 70-s, and for b~3) by the author ([Gl], see also

[G2]). A formula for b~m) was written also by Kioshi Igusa (unpublished ?).

Note that there is a canonical map

Hn(~y, I(~1) --1 Rn ()(, [(n)

and it was shown by Soule ([Sou]) aod by Nesterenko and Suslin [NS] that this map is an

isomorphism module torsion. This together with characetristic classes cn(E) E Hn (~y, I\,J

of Oillet ([Oll]) proves the existence of cn(E) E Hn (~y, I(~) but does not give any precise

construction.

This work was initiated by A.A. Bellinson who explained to me that there are no explieit

eonstruction of the ehern classes with values in Hn (X, I(~) as weH as in H 1l (~\, Ol~g)
or Rn (~Y, n~l) and emphasized importanee of such a construction.

I hope it is elear from the introduction how much I benefited from paper of A.M. Gabrielov.

I.M. Gelfand and M.V. Losik [GGL].

The final draft of this paper was prepared during my stay at MIT and Max-Planck-Institut
für Mathematik. I am grateful to both institutions for their hospitality and to S. Bloch, J.

L.Brylinski, D. Kazhdan, R. MacPherson, V.V. Seheehtman and especially A.A. Beilinson
for useful conversations and encouragement to publish this paper. Finally I am grateful to

Frau Sarlette from MPI for excellent typing of the manuscripl
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§ 2 Affine flags and Chern classes in Bigrassmannian cohomology

1. Affine ßags. Let V be a vector space over a field F. By definition a p -Hag in V is
a sequence of subspaces

oC LI C L2 C ... C LP, dimL l = i ,

An affine p-flag L· is a p-flag together with choice of vectors Li E Li / Li-I, z =
1"" ,p (LO = 0) . We will denote affine p-ftags as (l1, ,lP) . Subspaces Li can
be recoverec;l as the ones generated by [1,.", [i : Li = ([1, , [i) . We will say that an

(n + 1) -tupie of affine Hags

L•o - (101 ... [P) ... L· - (11 ... IP)- , '0' 'n - n' 'n

are in generic position if

(2.1)

d· (Lio Li). .1m 0 + ... + nrl = 10 + ... + Zn whenever io + ... + in ~ dim V . (2.2)

(2.3)

Let AP(m) be the manifold of all affine p -Hags in an m ·dimensional vector space Vm .

It is a GL(Vm ) -set, so as usual (see 5.3 of the Introduction) one can consider free abelian
groups Cn(AP(m)) of configurations of (n + 1) ·tuples of affine p-ftags in generic position

in Vm . Further, there is a complex <:>f affine p-Hags C.(AP(m)) :

... .?. Cn+1(AP(m)) .!!, Cn(AP(m)) .?. Cn-l(AP(m)) .!!, ...
n

d . (La· ... L·) Ho ~ (_l)i (Lo• ... f} ... Le ). , 'n L "J' 1 n
i=O

In particularly C. (A I (m)) = C.(m) . Let us define a map of complexes

T : C.(AF+l(n +p)) ~ BC.(n)

as follows: for

set
k-n

T(ar1
) := E9 L (Lho EB ... EB L~ Ivho+1, ... ,v~k+l) E

q=O io+··+i.""p-,
i.~~o

k-n

E E9 Ck(n + q) =: BCk(n)
q=O

(2.4)

(2.5)

Key lemma 2.1 T is a homomorphism 0/ complexes.

Proof: Let Tk(n + q) : Ck(AP+l(n +p)) ~ Ck(n + q) be the Ck(n + q) -component of the
map P. We have to prove that (see 2.6)
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ar1
E Ck (AV+1(n + q)) ~ Ck(n + q + 1)

1 ~ 1
Ck(n + q) ~ Ck-l(n + q)

For a given partition io + ... + ik ::::: P - q let us consider the expression

d ( Lbo EB .•. EB L~k lvbo+1 , , V~k+1) =

= t (-l)i (La' (;Jl ••• (;Jl Lk'lva,+l, ,vJi+1, ... ,v~'+1)
)=0

(2.6)

(2.7)

If i j ::::: 1 then the corresponding tenn in 2.6 will appear in fonnula for 'Tk-l (n + q) ( arr1
) .

In the case i j > 1 such term will be in formula for

o
2. A construction of ehern classes in Bigrassmannian cohomology. Let us denote by

A~(X) the bundle of affine p -flags in fibers of a vector bundle E over -"\. Choose a

Zariski covering {Vi} of ./\ such that E / Vi is trivial. Choose sections

such that for any io < ... < in affine p-ftags Lio(x), ... , Li.. (x) are in generic position

for every x E Uio··· i .I ,n

·Theorem 2~ T(Lio(x)",. , Li,. (x)) E ~[G(n)](Uio ... in) is a cocycle in the Cech complex

for the covering {Vi} with values in the Bigrassmannian camplex.

Proof: Follows immediately from the Key lemma 2.1. D

A different choice ?f seetions L7(x) gives a cocycle that is canonically cohomologous to the

previous one. So the cohomology class cn(E) of this cocycle is well-defined.
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§ 3 ehern classes with values in H n (x, KM)==n
1. In § 2 we have constructed Chern classes with values in H 2n

( BC '" (n)) . To obtain Chern

classes with values in Hn (..tY, K:!) it is sufficient to define a homomorphism

BC*(n) --+ 1(~ (F)[-n] (3.1)

Le. a homomorphism fn(n): Cn(n) --+ !(!!(F) such that /n(n) 0 d = /n(n) 0 d' = 0, :

d
--+

d
--+

Cn+2(n+l)
1 d'

Cn+1(n)

1 d'

~ Cn+l(n + 1)
1d'

en('n)
I
1

K~(F)

Now let us define a homomorphism

as follows (compare with s. 2 of § 3 in [G2]). Choose a volume form w E det (V n )* =
A71 (1/")* (where ditn ,In = n ). Set

.6.(VI, ... ,vn) := (w, VI 1\ ... 1\ Vn) E F*, 'Vi E Vn

/n(n)(va,"" vn ) := Alt 1\ .6.(va,···, Vi,'" 1 Vn ) E AUF* (3.2)
l::5i::5 n

Here Alt g(Va, ... , vn):= l: (-1 )10'1 g (vO'(a) , ... ,vO'(n)) . For example, up to a 2-torsion
O"ESn+l

f2(2)(va, VI, V2) :=

2(.6.(va, V2) 1\ .6. (va ,VI) - .6. (vI ,V2) 1\ .6. (Va 1 VI) + ß (Va, V2) 1\ ß (vI ,V2) )

Lemma 3.1 fn(n)(va,"" vn ) does not depend on w.

Proof: Let f:l (n) be a homomorphism defined using another volume form w' = A'W . Then

where Ai,j E An-lF* and depends on va,"', Vi l' •• ,Vj,' .. 1 Vn . So Ai,j is symmetrie on

Vi, Vj . Hut the left-hand side is skew-symmetrie by definition. So Ai,j = 0 .

o
Lemma 3.2 The composition

C ( ) d' C ( ) fn(n) AnF*
n+l n + 1 --+ n n --+

is equal 10 zero modulo 2-torsion.

12
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Proof: (Compare with proof of lemma 3.4 in [01])

n+1
fn(n) 0 et(vo,"', vn+d = Alt 1\ ~(vo, VI,"', '6;', ... ,Vn+l) = 0

j=2

because ~(vo,VI,' .. ,V;,' .. ,Vn+l) is invariant under the switch of Vo and VI modulo

2-torsion.

o
Proposition 3.3 The composition

is equaI 10 zero.

Proof: (Compare with proof ofproposition 2.4 in [SI]). There is a duality * :Cm+n-l(m) ~

Cm+n-l(n), *2 = id that satisfies the following properties (see 5.8 of § 3 in [02]).

1. * commutes with the action of the Permutation group Sm+n .

2. If *(lt"", lm+n) = (l~, ... ,l~+n) then

*(ll, ... ,~, ... ,lm+n) = (1~11~, ... ,~, ... ,Tm+n)

3. Choose volume forms in Vm and Vn ; consider partition

{l,' .. ,m + n} = {il < ... < im} U {ji < ... < jn}

does not depend on a partition.

This duality can be defined as follows. A configuration of (m + n) vectors in an m

dimensional coordinate vector space can be represented as columns of the m x (m + n)
matrix (Im, A) . The dual configuration is represented by n x (m + n) ,matrix (- At, In) .
Using the duality we can reformulate proposition 3.3 as follows: the composition

( )
l! ( in(n) M )Cn+I 2 ~ Cn 1) -+ K n (F

is equal to O. Here

fn(n)(vo,'" , vn) := Alt6,(vo) t\ ~(VI) t\ ... A 6,(vn-d E An F*

Consider the following diagram

Z[P}\{O,1,oo}]®An- 2F* ~ AnF*

Here Z [pp \ {O, 1,00}] is a free abelian group generated by symbols {x} where x E
Pp \ {O, 1, oo}, 0: {x} ® Yl 1\ ... 1\ Yn-2 ~ (1 - x) A x A Yl A ... A Yn-2 . Note that by

definition Cokero = K~ (F) . The homomorphism fn+l(n) is defined as follows:

fn+l(n)(vo,'" ,Vn+l) := n!(vo,'" ,Vn+l]

13



where [va,"', V n +1] is defined by induction:

[va ,vI, '02, '03] := {1"(va, VI, V2, V3)} E Z [p} \ {O, 1, 00 } ]

[VD, ... ,Vn+1] := ,;1 . Alt(cl . C~+l [VI, ... , Vn+1] ® ~(VO, vI)
n-2

+ L: ckC~+l[VO, Vk+ll'" ,Vn+1] ® ~(VD, 'Ud 1\ ... 1\ ß(VO, Vk)
k=2

Here ci == ±1 . More precisely, In = 2n+1
- (2 + c~ti + C'~+l + c~+i)' cl = +1 and

. - ( l)i . -& d - 2"+1 (Cn+1+cn +CU-I) - -1 C; =Cl - - , IS lor even n an lU - - 11+1 n+I n+1' Cl - , G.

+1, i > 1 for odd n . Ta prove the last formula one can wright

[va,"', Vn+I] = Alt(Q'l . [VI,'" 1 Vn+1] ® ~('UO, vd+
n-3

+ L: ak[VO, Vk,' .. , 'Un+I] 0 ~(VD, vI) 1\ ... /\ ß(VO, Vk))
k=2

with some unknown coefficients ai . Then the condition 8['00,"', Vn +1] = JhAltß(va, VI) /\
... /\ ~(VO, 'On) gives exactly n - 3 simple linear equations on ai .

2. We get the following construction of the ehern classes cn(E) E Hn (x, K~) . Choose

a Zariski covering {Ud of -,Y such that Elui is trivial. Choose sections Li(x) E

r(Uil A~(x)) such that for any io < ... < in affine flags Lio(x)"", Lt (x) are in generic

position for every x E Uio, ... i" .

Theorem 3.4

fn(n)(P(Lio(x), ... ,Li,,(x))) E K~I(O*(Uio, ... ,i,,))

is a cocycle in the Cech complex Jar the covering {Ud .

Proof: Follows immediately from lemmas 3.2, 3.3 and theorem 2.2.

(3.5)

D

By definition Cn (E) is the cohomology class of the cocycle from theorem 3.4. It does not

depend from the choice of sections L7(:c) .

Example 3.5 Recall that Cl (E) = Cl (det E) . So Cl (E) can be computed as follows:

choose 1n = dirn E linearly independent sections li (x) (1 ~ a ::; 1n) of EI Uj . Then

(lf(x)) = gij(X)' (lf(x)) where Yij(X) E GLn(F) is the transition matrix and detgij(x)

is a l-cocycle representing Cl (E) .

Now let Ut,···, li1
) is the affine flag corresponding to the '!TI. -rupIe of vectors (1[; ... ;[i~) .

Let us prove that the cocycle 3.5 we get for these flags is exactly clet gij .

Proposition 3.6 /1 (1) (c( (ll, .. . ,tin), (Z}" .. ,Zr))) = det Yij .

Proof: Let us say that a frame (jl; ... ;jm) is associated with an affine 1n -flag (11, ... ,['Il)
if

and the images of jk+1 and [k+1 in Lk+1/ Lk are coincide.

The set of all frames associated with a given affine 711, -ftag is a principal homogeneous space

over the group of upper triangular matrices.

14



Lemma-construction 3.7 For 2 affine m -flags in generic position in V m

there are just 2 frames associated with both of them.

Proof: We have the following isomorphisms of I-dimensional vector spaces:

51 : L~/L~-1 ~ L~ n L;n-k+l

82 : L~-k+l / L;;:-k ~ Lf n L2-k+1

Put If := 81(Vk) , Ir- k+1 := 52(Wm -k+l) . Theo the frames (fl;"'; Ir) and
(li; ... ;Ir) associated with both Li and L2 .

o

m
Then det 9 = II Ak because 9 = n+ . A . n_ :

k=l

where n_(n+) is a lower (upper) triangular matrix and A is a diagonal one with eotries Ak
(the Gauss decomposition).

From the other hand the·left-hand side in proposition 2.4 is equal to

o

1~



§ 4 The universal ehern ciass Cn E Hn(BGL(m).,K~)

1. The Gersten resolution to MiInor's K -theory ([Ka]). Let F be a field with a

discrete valuation v and the residue class Fv (= F) . The group of units U has a natural

homomorphism U --+ r, u Ho Ü . An element 7r E F* is prime if ordv ( 1t") = 1 . There

is a canonical homomorphism (see [MI]):

(n 2: 0)

8% : K~l(Y) --+ K~ (x)

uniquely defined by properties (Ui EU)

1. 8( {7r, Ul,"', un }) = {u!,"" un }

2. 8({Ul,'" ,Un+l}) = 0

Let -IY be an excellent scheme (EOA [3] IV § 7), -IY(i) the set of all codimension i points

x, F(x) the field of functions corresponding to a point x E -'Y(i) .

There is a sequence of group K:(n) . (Here K~(x) := K~(F(x)) ):

K~ (F(X)) ~ EB K~l(X) ~ EB K;;:'2(X) --+ ... --+ EB Z (4.1)
XEX(1) XEX(:l) xEX(r)

We will follow [Ka] in the definition of 8 . Let us define for y E -IY(i) and x E -IYi+l a

homomorphism

as follows. Let Y be the nonnalisation of the reduced scheme {y} . Set

a: :LNF(x'}/F(x) 0 ax,
x'

where x' ranges over an points of Y lying over x, 8x': K~l(Y) --+ K.(x) is the tarne

symbol associated with the discrete valuation ring OY,X I and NF(x')/ F(x) is the norm map
K!'! (x') --+ K!'! (x) (see [BT], ch. I § 5 and [Ka], § 1.7). The coboundary 8 is by definition
the sum of these homomorphism 8~ .

Proposition 4.1 82 = 0 .

Proof: See proof of proposition 1 in [Ka].

Theorem 4.2 The complex K:(n). is exact.

o
2. Explicitormwa rar a dass c E H R (BGL(m)., K~) . Set G := .G x .~. x G,

n times
Recall that

-'0 '0

BG. := pt t= G :=. G2 ...

"t -'2

is the symplicial scheme representing the classifying space for a group G. We will cornpute

Hn (BG., K~) using the Gersten resolution (4.1). So cochain we have to construct lives

16



in the following bicomplex (C: = GL(1n))

ja

EB !(::'2(F(x)) ~
xEG C2j2

18
EB K7~1(F(.1:)) ~

XEGC1jl

Ta
](f:! (F( CU))

(4.2)

For each partition jo + ... + jr = 'In - 'n a codimension (n - 'r) irreducible subvariety

DUo,'" ,jr) E C(n-r) and an element w(jo,'" ,jr) E K~ (D(jo,'" ,jr)) will be defined
such that a collection of all these elements forms a cocycle in (4.2).

Recall that Am-u+l (n~) be the manifold of affine n~ - n + 1 flags in V m . Let us define

for a partition jo + ... + jr = 111. - l' a codimension TI. - r manifold

Djo,... Jr C ,Am- n+1(7n) x ' . , x Am- n+\ 7n)~
".

r+l times

as follows: (L01 '" 1 L;) E DjO".'J'r if and only if

diln (EB Lfr+l) = l' + L jp = dinl (EB L7+1
) - 1 .

p~o p~o p~o

r ,

Note that for generic (Lö,'" 1 L;) E Djo,,,·,jr the surn EB L~P is direct and the configurations
p~O

of r + 1 vectoTS

(ffi Ljp Il jo +1 .,. ljr+l)W po, 'r
p~o

(4.3)

r .

in V m / EB Lf! generates a subspace of dimension r . Recall that there is a homomorphism
P=o

(see 3.2)

Applying it to the configuration of r + 1 vectors (4.3) we get an element

Wjo""Jr E !(~1 (F (Djo''''Jr ) )

Now choose a E Am-n+l(n~) . Set

Djo,,·jr;a := {(gI,'" ,Yr) E Crl(a,gl a,'" ,gra) E Djo, ... ,jr}

Then Djo, ... ,jr;a E G(n-r) and Wjo,,,.,jr induces an element

17
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Set
Wr := L Wjo, .."j" E E9 f(~ (F (Djo,.··,j" ) )

jo+···+j,,=m-n jO+"'+j,,=m-n

W r := L Wjo,,"J,,;a E E9 K~ (F(Djol···,j,,;a))
jo+",+j,,=m-n jo+···+j,,=m-n

Theorem 4.3 Collection oJ elements Wr defines a cocycle in the bicomp/ex (4.2).

Proof: Choose a partition io + ... + i r =m - r. Let E be a subvariety in the manifold of

(r + 1) -tupies of affine (m - r + 1) -flags in V m defined as folIows:

Eio, .. i. := {(Lö,... ,L;)I dirn (~L~) = (~ip) -1}

This is a codimension n - r + 1 irreducible subvariety.

Proposition 4.4 The component oJ 8wr on Eio .... ,i r is non zero if ik = 0 Jor some k but
ip > 0 Jor p "# k . In this case it is equal to

(4.6)

(4.8)

Djo""J" only. The

Proof: Let jo + ... + jr = m - n and

(l I Im-n+l. '1 1 Im-n+I) - (Le L·) D-a''·'' 0 ,"', r,"', r = 0"", r E jo"",j"

Choose a volurne form in the codimension n -subspaee (lä,"" Z~o+1
, ... , I~ ,... , l?r+1

) .

Then we ean eompute the determinant 6.(vI, "... , Vm - n+r ) for any m - n + r vectors in
this subspaee. Set

A( . ). A(11 ljo+l Z]';;.1 [1 1j"+1)
'-J, J k+ 1 .= '-J, 0, . . " 0 ' . . " k ' . . " r,"', r

Then by defirrition

r

Wjo""J" = L (_l)k {Ll(jQ + 1),' ~., Ll(];+l), ... ,Ll(jr + I)} (4.7)
k=O

The eoboundary 8wjo""J" can be nonzero on divisors Ll(jk+d = 0 in
eornponent of 8wjo,... ,j" on the divisor Ll(jk+l) = 0 is equal to

s (ffi Lip m Ijlr+lI1i o+1 ... 1~ ... 1i"+I)
\J]pwk 0' 'k' 'r
p=o .

This formula implies immediately that the eomponent of 8wr on t io,''' ä'' is zero if 'lk
1



i k'J = 0 for some kl ~ k2 .

Itfollows from (4.8) that in the ease ip > 0 for all p the eomponent of 8wr on Eio,...,i; is

(4.9)
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Note that ($ Lip-lll~o, . .. ,l~r) is a eonfiguration of m + 1 vectors in an m -dimensional
p=o

space (4.9) is equal to

But this is equal to zero aeeording to lemma 3.2.

Now suppose that ik = 0, i p =1= 0 for p =1= k . Then (4.8) implies that the eomponent of

ß(wr ) on &io,... ,ir is exaetly (4.6).

D

3. Relation to the classical construction of ehern cycles. Suppose that a vector bundle E
ver .J'Y s suffieiently many seetions. Consider first of all the ease when dim E = n and we

are interested in Cn (E) E CH n ( X) . Choose a seetion so (x) E r (.J'Y 1 E) that is transversal
to the zero seerion of E. Then the subvariety

Do := {x E Xlso(x) = O}

has eodimension n and represents the class Cn (E) E CH n (./Y) . Now let SI (x) be another

generic secrion of E (i.e. it is transversal to the zero secrion of E 100). Then .

D1 := {x E Xlsl(x) = O}

should represent the same class in CHn(x) . To see this let us eonsider a codimension

(n - 1) subvariety

D01 := {x E Xl3Ao1 Al E C such that AoSa(X) + A1S1(X) = O}

There is a canonical rational functiou

Ao
A01 := Al E F(Dad and Div(A01) = Da - D1

So Do and D1 are canonically rationally equivaIent cycles. Now let S2 (x) be the third
generic seetion of E. Put

D012 = {x E XI dirn (so(x), Sl(X), S2(X)) = 2}

Theu codim D012 ~ n - 2 and there is a canonical element

A012 :~ 12(2)(so, SI, S2) E K2(F(Do12))

8(A012) = A01 - A02 + A12

where a:K2 (F(Y)) --+ 11 F(y)· is the tarne symbol. Continuing this process we get for
yEY(l)

r + 1 generic seetions So(x),,·· 1 Sr(X) of E a codimension (n - r) subvariety

DOl.··r := {x E XI dirn (So(x),··· ,sr(x)) = r}
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and a eanonieal element

satisfying the relation

l'

D(AOl ...r) = L (-1)iA01...i".r
i=O

( a is the differential in eomplex (4.1).

Now let E be a vector bundle of dimension 'ln > n and p = 1n - n + 1. Let

Lö(x) = (lA(x), .. ' ,l[;(x))

is a generic section of the bundle of affine p -flags on ~Y. Put

(4.10)r r

vector space and ditn EB L~k = L jk}
k=O k=O

It is well-known (see, for example, s. 3 of eh. III in [GH] that the image of the eycle Do in
the Chow group CH n ():) is just cn(E) . Let Lö(x), ,L~(x) be r + 1 generie seetions
of the bundle of affine p-flags. For auy partition jo + + jr = P - 1, jk;::: 0 , put

D(jo,'" ,jr) := {x E ~YI(r + 1) - tuple of vectors

(L~ + ... + L~r Iebo+1
, ... , C~:1 +1) generates r - dinlcnsional

Tben D(jo,'" jr) is a eodimension n - r eycle in ..X. There is a canonieal element

-f ( )((Lio
T i r Il j o+1 Zh+ 1))} ~}'I(F(D( . . )))r r 0 EB··· 611fr 0 , .. " r E \J' Jo, ... ,Jr (4.11)

Let us define an element

AOl ...r E 1I ](:'1 (F(D(jo,'" ,jJ'))) c 1I ](!1 (F(.rc))
jO+"'+h=p-l xEX n - r

as the surn of elements (4.11):

r .

Theorem 4.5 8(AOl.. ,r) = L (-I)'A~l ...i ...r
i=O

Proof: Follows immediately from proof of theorem 4.4.

o
4. An algebraic construction of ring generators of H* (GL m ( C)) . I will construct a 000

zero class in vVoH2n-l(GLm(C), Q(n)) . This vector space is one-dimensional for 'In ;::: 'n .
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(4.12)
Dj:= {(Li,L2)such that (L{ + L~I-n-jll{+I,l~l-n-j+l )

is a pair of collinear nonzero vectors}

There is canonical invertible function h on Dj : the ratio s:cr;~J~~~~~r (see 4.12). Now
choose an affine (111 - n + 1) ~flag L e in ~H • Set

GL(Vm) :) Dj := {g E GL(Vm)l(gLe
, Le

) E Dj}

There is canonical function fj E O(Dj)'" .

Theorem 4.6. The current l;: d log fj represents a nonzero class in HloH2n-l( GLm (C), Q(n») .
J

Proof: Let us prove that l;: div fj = 0 where div fj is the divisor of fj on Dj considered
J

as a codimension 11. cycle on GL(~n) . Note that div jj = zt - ZJ-:- where

zt = {(Li, L~DI < L{+I, L~l-n-j >=< L{, Lr;-n-j >
and L{ n L~l-n-j = O}

z- - {(Le Le)1 < Lj Lm
-

n
-

j +1 >-< Lj Lm
-

u
-

j >j - 11 2 l' 2 - l' 2

anel L{ n L;n-n- j = O}

Let us define for any 0 ~ j ~ 1n - n a subvariety Dj C Am - n+1(nl) x A m - n+1(rn) as

follows:

(4.14)

Therefore it is easy to see that I: div jj = 0 and hence :E div fj == 0 . So the current
j j

L, d log fj represents a dass in vVoH2n-l (GLm (C), Q(n» . It remains to prove that it is
J

nontrivial.

Let Gr(N - 1n, N) be the Grassmannian of codimension rn subspaces in 1i N . There is

canonical 1n ~dimensional bundle E over it: the fiber over plane h is VN /h . Let us
choose an affine 1n - n + 1 flag LI C ... C Lm- n+1 in 1~v . lt defines aChern cycle

cm(E; Le
) c Gr(N - rn,lV) . Let 7[ : E --+ G1'(N - 1n, N) be the bundle of frarnes

(eI, ... ,en ) in fibers of E. This is a principle GLm ~bundle. Let us construct a cycle

Ern C E together with a rational function gm E h~(Bm) such that

divgm = 7[-I(cm (E; Le » (4.13)

and for generic h E GT( N - 1n, N) the interseetion

(Ern, gm) n 7[-I(h) coincides with L (Dj, fj)
)

constructed using the projection of the flag Le auto Vv /11. . (More precisely, areper

(e}, ... , em ) defines an affine (nt - n + 1) •flag (el; ... ;em _ n+1) and this flag together

with the projection of Le should satisfy 4.12). Conditions 4.13 and 4.14 just means that the

cohomology cIass of the current l;: cl log fj is the transgression of the 111 - th Chern class
J

of the universal bundle. Moreover, they give apreeise description of the cycle Ern : it is

c10sure of union of eyeles 2: Dj C 7[-I(h) constructed using the projection of Le
; here h

runs through an open part in Gr(N - nI, N) . It is easy to see that for the natural invertible

function gm on Ern (4.13) holds.

•
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(5.1)

(5.2)

Hefe

§ 5 Explicit formulas for the universal motivic ehern
classes Cn E H 2n(BGLm , Q(n)) for n < 3

First of all I have to recall what are the motivic complexes. So for convenience of the reader

I will reproduce in S. 1-3 basic definition and results from [G1], [G2].

1. Motivic complexes. Let F be an arbitrary field. Denote by Z [p}] a free abelian group

generated by symbols {x} where x runs all F -points of pI . Let us define subgroups

Rn(F) C Z[p}] (n ~ 3) as follows:

RI(F) := a subgroup generated by {:ry} - {x} - {y} where :C, y run through all

elements of F*

4 .
R2(F) := a subgroup generated by l: (_I)t {r(xo l ••• , Xi, ,,.X4)} where

i=O
(xo, , . 'X4) runs through all configuration of 5 distinct points of p} and

( )
XI-X3 X1- X 4 . th .r Xl, ... ,2,'4 := IS e cross-ratIo
XI-X' X2-X3

Ra(F) := a subgroup generated by ito (_l)i {T3 (la,· .. ,~" .. ,lo)} where

(lo,' .. , [6) runs through all configuration of 7 points in pJ in generic position

and 1'3(/b"', l6) E Z [pi] is the generalized cross-ratio:

{
~ (/1/24) .~ (1213[5) . ß (13/116) }

l' (l ... l ) '- Alt3 b , 6 ,- , ( ) ( ) ( )
~ l1 12l5 ,~ l2131ß • ~ 13ft 14

where Alt 1(l1,"',16):= l: (-l)lul/(lu(I), .. ·,lu(ß») ,
uESe

Here /i are vectors in 1/3 \ 0 that projects to the points Li E P (1/3 ) . The right-hand side of

(4.1) does not depend neither from the volume form in V 3 , nor from the length of vectors

li . So the cross-ration of 6 points in pJ is well·defined. Put

z[p}]
Bn(F) := Rn(F), {O}, {(X)}

There is a canonical isomorphism BI(F) ~ F* provided by the map {x} f-t

x; {O}, {oo} f-t 1 , Let us consider the following complexes Bp ( n)

Bp(l) : F*

Bp(2) : B2(F) ~ }\2F*

Bp(3) : B3(F) ~ B2(F) ® F* ~ }\3F*

82 {x} := (1 - x) 1\ X

83{X} := {x} l8l x; 83{X} ® y:= (1- x) I\:c 1\ y

and by definition 8n {O} = 8n {oo} = 0, (n = 2,3) , Note that 830 83({x}) = (1- x) 1\

x 1\ x = 0 , so Bp(3) is a complex.

Theorem 5.1 8n (Rn (F)) = 0
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Proof: See § 3 of [G2] or theorem 5. below.

In complexes (5.2) groups Bn(F) placed in degree 1 and On has degree +1.

The complex Bp(2) is the well-known Bloch-Suslin complex.

2. The motivic complexes r(X; n) for a regular scheme X (n::; 3) . Let F be a

field with a discrete valuation v and the residue class F v • Let us construct a canonical

homomorphism of complexes

There is a homomorphism 8 : AnF* -+ An-lF: uniquely defined by the following

properties ( Uj EU, u ........ u is the natural homomorphism U -+ F: and 7f is a prime:

ordv1r = 1 ) :

1. B(1r 1\ Ul /\ ... /\ Un-l) = Ul /\ ... /\ Un-l

2. 8(Ul /\ ... /\ un ) = 0

It clearly does not depend on the choice of 7f •

Let us define a homomorphism Sv : Z[p~] -+ Z[PjJ as follows

{ } _ {{x} if x is a unit
Sv x - o otherwise

Proposition 5.2 Homomorphism (5.4) induces a homomorp}Jism

Sv: Bn(F) -+ Bn (l\) , n = 2,3.

(5.4)

Proof: Straightforward but tedious computations using explicit formula (3.17) from [G3] for

generators of the subgroup R3(F) .

To avoid such computations one can consider subgroups Rn (F) c Z [p}] defined in s. 4 of

§ 1 in [G3]. Then more or less by definition sv(Rn(F)) = R.n (E\) and o(Rn(F)) = 0 .

So there are corresponding groups Bn(F) :=~ together with homomorphisms Sv :

Bn(F) -+ Bn(pv)
o

Set

(5.5)

Lemma 5.3 The homomorphism 8v commutes with the coboundary.: f; anti hence defines a

homomorphism 0/ complexes (53).

Proof: Straightforward computation. See also s. 14 of § 1 in [02] where the corresponding
fact proved for groups Bn ( F) .

o
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Now let X be an arbitrary regular scheme, ""Y(i) the set of an codimension i points of

X, F (x) the field of functions corresponding to a point x E ....Y(i) . We define the motivic
complexes r (....Y, n) as the total complexes associated with the following bicomplexes:

r( ....y, 1): F( ....y)* ~ II Z
xEX(1)

r( ....Y,2) :

A2F(X)*

Tb
B2(F(X))

~ U F(x)* ~
xEX(1)

A3p(X)* ~ 11 A2p(x)* ~ 11 p(x)* fh U Z--+
xeX(t) xEX(:!) xEX(3)

Tb jb
r(X; 3) : B2(F(X)) ® F(X)* ~ B2(F(X))

Tb
B3(F(X))

where Bn(F(X)} is placed in degree 1 and coboundaries have degree +1 .

The coboundaries 8i are defined as follows. 81:= U 8v~' The ethers are a little bit
xEX(!)

more complicated. Let x E X(k) and Vl(Y)"", vm(y) be an discrete valuations ef the

field F(x) over a point y E X(k+l)' y Ex. Then F(x)i := F(X)Vi(Y) :) F(y) .
(If x is nonsingular at the point y, then F(x)i = F(y) and m = 1 ). Let us define a .
homomorphism Eh : A2F(x) --+ F(y)* as the composition

m

A2F(x)* EB~(,) EB F(x); eNF~i1F(fJ) F(yt

i=l

and F(x)* e~i ffi Z ~ Z .
i=l

3. Motivic ehern classes Cn E HJ:1(BGLm (F)., Z(n)) , n ~ 3 . Recall that

S ·0
o - 2BG. := pt i= G +- G ...

.!1 -
·2

We have to construct a 2n-eocycle Cn in the bicomplex

(4.7)

where s· = E( _l)i Si . Its components in

(128)
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should be in the following part of the bicomplex:

EI;)
xEG(n)Z

T8
EI;) F(xt

xEG(n-l)

EB F(x)*
xEG(n_l)

T8
E6 A2F(x)*

xEG(Il_:J)

(5.8)

~ EB All F(x)*
xEG(I)

ja
All F(Cn )>lo

In fact the components of Cn in 5.8 were already constructed in § 4. Recall this construction.

Let a be an affine (711 - n + 1) -ftag in an 111 -dimensional vector space V m . For each

partition jo + ... + jr = 111 - 11, irreducible subvarieties

together with elements

(5.9)

were constructed. More precisely, if

(ffi Ljp 11io+1 ... lh +1)\l7PO J lr

p=O

is a configuration of 1'+1 vectors in an l' -dimensional vector space. Applying homomorphism

!r(1') : Cr(r) -t ArF* to it we get the element (5.9). The collection of elements

Wr := L wio'''',ir;a E EB ArF(Dio,···Jr;at
io+"·+jr=m-n jo+··,+j2=m-1I

E EB A"F(x)*
(5.10)

forms a cocycle in the bicomplex (5.8). (The proof of this fact is absolutely the same as the

one of theorem 4.3). The components of Cn in the bicomplex

(5.11)

are constructed as folIows. There is a homomorphism of complexes (see (2.4), (2.5»



where BC.(n) is the total complex for the Grassmannian bicomplex (1.2).

We will construct homomorphisms of complexes

f(n) : BC.(n) ~ BF(n) (n::;3) (5.12)

such that for T 2: n + 1 the a-coboundaries of elements

(5.13)

are equal to zero. The collection of elements (5.10) and (5.13) form a cocycle Cn in the

bicomplex (5.7).

Let us describe the construction of the homomoprhism (5.12).

a) n == 1. 11 (1) : Cl (1) ~ p. is the only homomorphism we need. It is very easy to

check that 11(1) 0 d' : C2(2) ~ P* and 11(1) 0 d : C2(1) ~ P* are equal to zero, so we

get a homomorphism f(l) : BC*(I) ~ P*[-I] .

b) n = 2 . We have to construct a homomorphism from the total complex associated with

the bicomplex

to the complex

1
~ C4(3)

1 d'
~ C3(2)

1
~ C3(3)

1d'

~ C2(2)

A homomorphism 12(2) : C2(2) ~ ]\2P* was defined by fonnula (3.2). Lemma 3.2 shows

that one can put a map from C3(3) to B2(P) equals to zero. Let us define a homomorphism

setting

(lo,'" ,13 ) f-t {r~0,···,13)}2

where (lOl"" 13) is a configuration of 4 points in p} corresponding to the one (10,"',13 )

of 4 vectors in V 2 . Then 13(2) 0 cl : C4(2) ~ B2(F) is zero by definition of the group
B2(F) .

Lemma 5.4 13(2) 0 d' = 0

Proof: We have to prove that for (10,"',14 ) E C4 (3)

(5.14)

There is a conic (a curve of order 2) passing through 5 points 1o, ... ,Iu in Pi- . Let us

consider it as a projective line. Then (5.14) is just the 5-term relation for 5 points I; on

this projective line.
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o
So we have defined a homomorphism f{r) : BC.(r) -+ BF(2) . It is non-zero only on the

Orassmannian subcomplex C... (2) C BC... (2) .

c) n = 3 . We have to define a homomorphism from the total complex associated with the

bicomplex
1 1 1

-+ C6(4) -+ C5(4) -+ C4(4)

1 1 1
-+ C5(3) -+ C4(3) -+ C3(3)

to the complex

B3(F) -+ B2(F) &; F'" -+ A3F*

A homomorphism 13(3) : C3(3) -+ A3 F* was defined by formula (3.2). Set

14(3) : C4(3) -+ B2(F) &; F*

14(3) : (1o., .. , '4) ...... ~Alt{ r ~0111, ... ,Iu) }2 l8i b.( '0, h, '2)
(S.lS)

Proposition 5.5 14(3) does not dependon the choke of the vo/ume form W3 E A3 (V3)'" that

we need Jor the definition 0/ ß(lo, LI, 12) •

Proof: The difference between the fight-hand sides of (5.15) computed using ..\. W3 and W3

is proportional to (right-hand side of (5.14) ®..\ . So it is zero by lemma 5.4.

D

Proposition 5.6 13(3) 0 d = 8 0 14(3)

Proof: Direct calculation using the formula

o
Now set

(5.16)

Theorem 5.7 14(3) 0 d = 6 0 15(3)

Proof: See proof of theorem 3.10 in [03].

o
Proposition 5.8 Ik(3) 0 d' = 0 for k = 3,4,5 .

Proof: For k = 3 this is lemma 3.2. For k =4,5 see theorem 3.12 in [03].

o
Proposition 5.9 15(3) 0 d = 0 in B3(F) .
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Proof: Follows immediately from the definition of the group B3(F) .

o
So one ean define a homomorphism f(3) : BC",(3) -+ BF(3) using homomorphisms fk(3)
on the subeomplex C",(3) C BC",(3) and zeros otherwise.

Now consider an element

Theu

81 0 f4(3) 0 P(a, gl a," . ,g4a) E E9 B2(F(x))
xEG(l)

(5.17)

Lemma 5.10 The left-hand side 01 (5.17) is euqal to zero.

Proof: It follows from the definition (5.5) of 8v and the following remark: ~(10, L11 12)

appears in fonnula (5.15) with faetor {T (73170,I!, 72'/4) } 2 - {r (74170, 7t,12 ,h) }2 that is

obviously zero if ~(Lo,11 ,12 ) :::: 0 .

o
So we have proved that the eolleetion of elements (5.10) and (5.13) fonn a eocyele in the

bieomplex (5.7). Tbe cohomology class of this cocyele does not depend from the choice of an

affine (7n - n + 1) -flag a. (Different flags give eocycles that are canonically cohomologous).

4. ehern c1asses in Deligne cohomology. Let us suppose that there exists a 2n -cocycle
L~ from conjecture 1.1' (A precise construction of this eocycle for 71 ::; 3 ean be found in

§ 9 of [01], see also [02]). The main eonstruetion of § 2 gives an explicit eonstruction
I

of ehern classes in Bigrassmannian eohomology and henee, applying Ln, in real Deligne
eohomology. We will see in the next section that these ehern classes eoincides with the

elassieal ones (see theorem 5.11)

5. The universal ehern classes in Deligne cohomology. Assuining existenee of L~l we

will construet

Tbe Dolbeaux resolution of the eomplex associated with the bicomplex 1.13 provides us a
complex computing real Deligne cohomology of an algebraic manifold over C . We will

denote this complex as R(JY, n) . We have to construct a 2n -cocycle in the bicomplex

R(C,n) ~ ... ~ R(Cn,n) ~ ... ~ R(C2n-\n)

(compare with 4.7). First of all let us construet its eomponents in

R(C,n) ~ ... ~ R(Cn,n)

(5.18)

(5.19)

If Y· '-t X is a subvariety of codimension d then there is a canonieal homomorphism of

complexes i* : R(Y·, n) -+ R(JY, TI- + d)[2d] .In s. 3 we have eonstructed a ehain (5.10) in

the bieomplex 5.8 eorresponding to an affine (In. - n + 1) -flag a in 11m . Each component
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of this chain lies in Ar F (x) * where x is a codimension 11. -.,. point in Gr . There is

canonical map

ArC(x)'" -t R(Spec C(x), r)

11 /\ ... /\ Ir t-+

{ G r Ut (_l)i log Jidlog ft 11 00 0.11 dlc;g}i 11 00. 11 dlog fr ), dlog h 11 00. 11 log f,o}

commuting with res.idue homomorphisms. Here Cl'r = (_1)"-1 . Re for odd rand

(-I)"-lIn1 for even. So we get a chain in (5.19).

Tbe components of Cn in the bicomplex

R(Gn
1 n) ~ ... ~ R(Gr2n- l , Tl.)

are constructed as a composition of the homomorphism of complexes

T: C... (Am
-

71+1(m))·-t BC*(n)

with the 2n-cocyle L:l that lives on BC*(n) . More precisely to construct a R(Gk , n)
component of Cn we have to restriet homomorphism T to elements (a, gla,' .. ,9J..,U) where

a is a given affine (m - n + 1) -ftag in Vrn .

Theorem 5.11 a) The eonstrueted ehain Cu is a eoeyle in 5.18

b) The cohomology dass o[ Cn coincides with the usual ehern dass in H'bn(BGLm,(C), R(n)) .

Proof: a) follows frorn the definition and previous results.

The proof of b) is in cornplete analogy to the one of the theorem 5.10 in [G2]. Let

1r : EG e -t BG. be the universal G -bundle then EP(p) = BG(p+l) and so any i -cochain

c(.) for BG. defines an (i - 1) -cochain 13(.) for EG. : C(p) := 'C(p+l) . Moreover, if

c(O) = 0 and c(e) is a cocycle then dC(e) = C(e) . Therefore c(l) = clG is the transgression

of the cocycle c(.) .

Applying this to the constructed cocycle Cu we get a cocycle C~l in HiJl-1 (GLm (C), R(11)) .

Tbe usual exact sequence for Deligne cohomology gives us

... -t Hi)t-I(GLm(C), R(n)) ~ H2u - 1(GLm(C), R.(n))n

nH2n- 1 (GLm(C), n2: n
)

It follows from definitions that Cl' ( c~) coincide8 with the class constructed in 8.4 of § 4. It
is nontrivial according to theorem 4.6. Theorem 5.11 is proved.

6. Explicit formulas ror measurable cocycles of GL(C) . We will suppose that there exist a

function P~ on G~_l satisfying (2n + 1) -term relations (1.14). Recall that such a function

can be considered as a function on configurations of 2n vectors in generic position in CH

satisfying the equation

2n
L(-1)ip~(lo,···,ii,···,12n) = 0
i=O
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(5.20b)

;
Il

Zn

L(-l/P~(lil[o,'" ,li,'" ,lzn ) = 0
i=O

We will assurne also that P~ is a component of a 2n -cocycle L:, from conjecture 1.1'.

Theorem 5.12 Let a be an affine (nl - n + 1) -fiag in Vm . Then Pu (T(goa , ... ,9Zn-1a))
is a 2n -cocycle o[ GLm(C) . Its cohomology class coincides with the Borel class in

H'(;") 1
( GLm(C), R) (rn 2:: 11.) •

Recall that here T : C",(Am - n+1(n)) --+ BC.(n) is a homomorphism of complexes. The

cocycle condition follows just from this fact and (2n + 1) -terms equations (5.20).

Let GS be the Lie group made discrete. The morphism of groups GLm(C/ --+ GLm(C)
provides a morphism

Therefore

e'" : Hbn(BGLm(C).,R(n)) --+ H'bn(BGLm(C)~,R(n))

=H Zu
-

1 (BGLm (C)., SO) == H(~~")\GLm(C),R(n -1))

Here SO is a sheaf of smooth functions. It is known that e'" maps the indecomposable

class in H1n(BGLm(C), Z(n)) just to the Borel class in Hf;-;l(GLm(C), R(n - 1)) (see

[B2], [DMZ]. The arguments in praof of theorem 5.11 show that the constructed class

Cu E H1n (BGLm (C)., R(n)) lies in

and in fact coincides with the image of the standard class in Hlr(BGLm (C)., Z(n)) . In

our case e* (cn ) coincides with Pn (T (90a, ... , 9271-1, a)) just by definition. Theorem 5.12
is proved.

Remark 5.13 Explicit fonnulas for functions Pn are known for 11. ::; 3

Pz(lI,'" , [4) := 'c2(r(11 ,···, 14 ))

P3(l1, ... , [6) := 'c3(T3(lI, ... ,16)) .
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Abstract

Let E be a vector bundle over Wl algebraic mWlifold X. An explieit loeal eonstruetion of
charaeteristie classes Cn (E) with values in Bigrassmannian cohomology that are defined in
§ 1 is given. In the special ease n = diln E it reduces to the construction of cn(E) with
values in the Grassmannian cohomology given in [BMS].

Dur construction implies immediately an explicit construction of ehern classes with values

in H fl
( ~Y 1 ](:1) 1 where ](:1 is the sheaf of Milnors K -groups.

A construetion of classes en(E) with values in motivic eohomology is given for n ~ 3 .
For n = 2 it could be eonsidered as a motivie analog of the loeal combinatorial formula
of Gabrielov. Gelfand and Losik for the first Pontryagin class ([GGLD. The reason for the
restrietion n ~ 3 is the absence of a good theory of n -logarithms for Tl, ~ 4 today.

Explieit eonstruetions of the universal ehern classes Cn E Rn (BGLm• j ](~f) and for

n ~ 3 Cn E H;\:t(BGLm• ,Z(n)) ( Hivt : motivic cohomology) are given.



§ 1 Introduction

1. ehern classes with values in H" (~y, !(~) . Let L be a line bundle over )(. There

is the following classical construction of Cl ( L) E H 1(~y ,0*) . Choose a zariski covering

{Ui} of )( such that Llui is trivial. Choose non-zero sections Si E r(Ui, L) . Then

si!Sj E r(Ui n Uj, 0*) satisfies the cocycle condition and hence define a cohomology class

c1(L) E H 1(X,O*') .

Let us define the presheaf of Milnor's !( -groups on ~Y as follows: its section over an open set

U is the quotient group of O*(U) 0 . ··0 O*(U) by the subgroup generated by elements
, #...,.

n times

Let us denote by I(~ the sheafassociated with this presheaf. We will denote by {ll,'" ,in}
the image of 11 0 ... 0 in E o*(U)~m- in !(~J (U) .

In § 3 for any vector bundle E over X an explicit construction of the Chern classes

en(E) E H n (X, I(~) will be given.

The construction of cn(En) for an n -dimensional vector bundle EU follows from [SI]

and [BMS], ch. 1. More precisely, let Ui be a Zariski covering such that Enlui is trivial.

Choose a section Si E f(Ui, E n
) such that Si I (x),,·· ,Sin+1 (x) are in generic position on

n

Ui t .. ·in+I := ViI n ... n Ui n+ 1 • Then Sin+I (X) = L: aik(:r) . Sik(X) and
k=l

is a cocycle in the Cech complex.

I will generalize this construction to vector bundles of arbitrary dimension and show that for

Cl (E) it gives exactly the described above cocycle for Cl (det E) .

2. Applications. There is a canonical map of sheaves

KM -+ on ~ on ~ on
=n log cl

{I},··· ,In} ~ dlog/1 Ä'" A dlogfn

Here 0i~g (respectively n~l ) is the sheaf of n -forms with logarithmic singularities at infinity
(respectively closed n -forms). Therefore we get a construction of characteristic classes with

values in H n (~y, Oi~g) and H n (~Y, o.~ll) . Note that the Atiyah's construction provides us

characteristic classes in Hn(~y, on) ([A], see also [Har]).

3. The Grassmannian bicomplex and Bigrassmannian cohomology (see [G1], [G2],

compare with [GGL] and [BMS]). Let l' be a set and Cn {1'") be a free abelian group

generated by elements (Ya,"', Yn) of yn+1 := ),~ X ... X 1,°.1 . There is a complex
....

n+1

( 6*(1'"), d) where

n

d(yo,' .. 1 Yn) := L (-1)i(Y01'" ,Yi,'" 1 Y1l)
i=O

2

(1.1)



This is just the simplicial eomplex of the simplex whose vertiees are labeled by elements of
Y". 5uppose that a group G aets on }~. Let us call elements of the quotient set G \ }'~n+l

by configurations of elements of }~. Denote by Cn(}~) a free abelian group generated by

configurations of (n + 1) elements of }~. There is a eomplex (C*(}'~), d) , where d is defined

by the same formula (1.1) and C*CY) = C*(}l")c . We will also apply this eonstruction to
subsets of G \ }l"n+l of "configurations in generic position".

Now let us denote by Cn ( rn) a free abelian group generated by configurations of n + 1
vectors in generic position in an rn -dimensional vector space V m over F (Le. any rn

vectors of the configuration are linearly independent). In this ease there is another map:

d' : Cn(rn) ~ C n - 1(1n - 1)
n

d' : (vo,'" ,vn ) ~ L (-l)i(volvo,'" ,Vi,'" ,Vn )

i=O

Here (Vi Iva l ••• l Vi, ... , Vn ) is a configuration of veetors in 11m
/ (Vi) obtained by projection

of vectors Vj E vm
1 j i= i . Then there is the following bicomplex

1 1 1
Cn+4(n + 2)

d
Cn+3(n + 2)

d
Cn+2(n + 2)• •• ---+ ---+ ~

1d' 1d' 1d' (1.2)
Cn+3(n + 1)

d
Cn+2(n + 1)

d
Cn+l(n + 1)· •. ---+ ---+ ---+

1d' ! d' ! d'

Cn+2(n)
d

Cn+l{n)
d

Cn(n)• •• ---+ ---+ ~

We will eall it the Grassmannian bicomplex (over JY = SpecF ).

There is a subcomplex (C*(n), d)
d d

---+ Cn+2(n) ---+ Cn+1(n) ---+ Cn(n) (1.3)

(1.4)

of the bicomplex (1.2). This is the Grassmannian complex introduced in [52], [BM5], see
also [Q2].

Let us denote by (BC*(n),8) the total complex associated with the bicomplex (1.2):

BCn(n) := Cn(n) . We will suppose that BCn(n) placed in degree n and a has degree

+1 .
Now let us give a more geometrical interpretation of the Grassma1mian bicomplex that also
explains the name.

Let (eIl'" l ep+q+1) be a coordinate frame in a vector space V. Let us denote by G~ the
open subset of the Grassmannian of q -dimensional subspaces of pp+q which are in transverse

to the coordinate hYPerplanes. R. MacPherson constructed in [M] an isomorphism

. GAp '" {configurations of p + q + 1 vectors in gellcric }
rn . ---+

q position in a p-diInensional vector space

3



Namely, nl(~) is a configuration formed by images of ei in l!/€ .
Let

Z: Var -+ Ab (1.5)

be a functor from the category of algebraic varieties over F to the one of abelian groups

that sends a variety -'\ to the free abelian group generated by F -points of -,\. Applying it

to (1.4) we get an isomorphism

(1.6)

FOT each integer l such that 0 ~ i ~ p + q , there are intersection maps ai and projection

maps bi

Ui "p-+ G
q

_ 1
(1.4)

Here the subspace ai (€) is the intersection of ~ with the i - th coordinate hYPerplane aud

the subspace bi(~) is the projection of ~ on the i - th hyperplane by the projection with

the center at i - th vertex of the simplex. We get a Bigrassmannian G(n) :

J.l
=4 Gn+2

0

J.l bo J.l bn+1

G(n) : an+1
(lo an+1 (1.7)=4 1 ~ 0

a n +l
J.l bo J.l bn+l bo J.l bn

an
ao Gn ao an4 2 4 1 4 0

an+1 aß

Applying functor (1.5) to it, considering differentials d:::: ~( -1)' (Li and d' = ~(_1)Z bi and

using isomorphism 1.6 we get the Grassmannian bicomplex.

Now let us sheafefy these constructions.

A bicomplex of sheaves on -'\ called the Grassmannian bicomplex ~[a(n)] is constructed

as follows: FOT a point x EX, the stalk of ~[(;(n)] at x is the formal linear combinations

of germs at x of maps from -'\ to a~ . The corresponding bicomplex looks as follows

4



(1.14)

should replace the eomplex (nXn , a) in (l.l3) by its 001beaux resolution ('D~n ,q ) for

example), but it is not important for our purposes.

Conjecture 1.1 ' There exists a 211, -cocycle L:1 in the tripie complex D' such that its
component over Gö is given by the /oliowing /ormulas:

w;i' = an ( ~t (_1)i log z;dlog Zl A - - - !I d log Zi !I ... !I d log zn) E S6~1

wö ll

= d log ZI /\ ... /\ d log Zn E 01-

(dwö' + an (wö") = 0)
I I • ~

The corresponding component Pn 0/ Lu on G::_ I should satisfy the Hclean" (271. + 1) -term
equations

2n

L (-l)iaiP~ = 0
i=O

2,.

""" ( )i * IL-, -1 b; Pu = 0
;=0

(1.14a)

(1.14b)

From the other hand there are the classical polylogarithms Lin (z) that are funetions of

one eomplex variable z. They were defined by Joh. Bernoulli and L. Euler on the unit dise

Izi ~ 1 by absolutely eonvergent series

00 k

Lin(z) = L ~n l

k=1

and ean be eontinued analytieally to a multivalued funetion on Cpl \ {O, l,oo} using the

induetive formulas

Li} (z) = - log (1 - z)
z

J ( dt
Lin(z) = Lin-I t)T

o

It turns out that Lin(z) has a remarkable single-valued version (Bo = 1, BI =-1/2, B2 =
1/6,' .. are Bemoulli numbers) ([Zn

Re(n : odd) (~Bk' 2
k k . )

Ln(Z) = I ( ) L-, kl log Izl' Lln-k(Z) ,m 11. : even ~.

k=O
.c1(Z) = log Izi

For example

.c2(Z) = Im(Li2(z)) + arg(l - z) . log [zr

is the Bloeh-Wigner function, and

L3(Z) = Re ( Li3(Z) -log Izl- Li2(z) + ~ log2lzl- LiIlzl)

7



§ 2 Affine flags and ehern classes in Bigrassmannian cohomology

1. Affine flags. Let V be a vector space over a field F. By definition a p -flag in V IS

a sequence of subspaces

oC L I C L2 C ... c LP, dirn L J = i l

An affine p -flag L· is a p -ftag together with choice of vectors Li E Li / Li-I, l

1, ... ,p (LO = 0) . We will denote affine p -ftags as (1 1 , 11P) . Subspaces Li can

be recovered as the ones generated by 11"", Zi : Li = (11, , Li) . We will say that an

(n + 1) -rupIe of affine ftags

LO• - (/0
1 ••• IP) ... L· - (11 ... IP)- , '0 1 'n - nl 1 n

are in generic position if

(2.1)

( , , )• Jo I' .dIrn Lo + ... + Lnrl = IO + ... + zn whenevcr io + ... + in ~ diIn V . (2.2)

Let AP(ln) be the manifold of all affine p -ftags in an m -dimensional vector space '~n .
It is a GL(Vm ) -set, so as usual (see 5.3 of the Introduction) one can consider free abelian

groups Cn (AP(111,)) of configurations of (n + 1) -rupies of affine p -ftags in generic position

in V;n . Further, there is a complex of affine p-flags C.(AP(ln)) :

d d d d
... ~ Cn+I(.4P(ln)) ~ Cn (AP(ln)) ~ Cn-I(AP(rn)) ~ ...

n

d . (Lo• ... L·) I---t "'"' (_l)i (Lo• ... j} ... L·). 1 'n L-t "I" n
i::::;:O

In particularly C... (A 1(n1)) =C.(ln) . Let us define a map of complexes

as folIows: for

set

(2.3)

(2.4)

k-n

T(af+l) := EB L (Lbo$ ... $ L~lvbo+l, ... ,vi.k +I
) E

q=O ;o+,+ik =I'-'l

;k;::O (2.5)
k-n

E EB Ck(n + q) =: BCk(n)
q=O

Key lemma 2.1 T is a homomorphism o[ complexes.

Proof: Let Tk(n + q) : Ck (AP+l(n + p)) --t Ck(n + q) be the Ck(n + q) -component of the

map P. We have to prove that (see 2.6)
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ar+1 E Ck(AP+l(n + q)) ~ Ck(n + fj + 1)

1 ~ 1
Ck(n + q) ~ Ck-1(n + q)

For a given partition io + ' ,,+ ik = P - q let us consider the expression

d(L io ffi ffi Li" Iv io+1 vi"+l) -o Q7"'Q7 k 0 ,"', k -

k _

- ""' ( l)j (L iO
ffi. ffi Li" l,uio +1 'vij+1

vh +1)- ~ - 0 W"'Q7 k 0 ,"', j ,"', k

j=O

(2,6)

(2.7)

If i j = 1 then the corresponding term in 2.6 will appear in formula for "Tk - 1(n + q) (ar1
)

In the case ij > 1 such term will be in formula for

o
2. A construction of ehern c1asses in Bigrassmannian cohomology. Let us denote by

A~(..Y,) the bundle of affine ]J -flags in fibers of a vector bundle E over -"Y. Choose a

Zariski covering {Ui} of )( such that E / Ui is trivial. Choose sections

Li(x) E r(Ui, A~(x))

such that for any io < ,., < in affine p-fiags Lio(x),···, Lin (x) are in generic position

for every x E UiOI ... ,in .

Theorem 2.2 T(Lio(x),,,, ,Lin(x)) E ~[G(n)](Uio"'in) is a cocyc/e in the Cech comp/ex

for the covering {Ui} with va/ues in the Bigrassmannian comp/ex.

Proof: Follows immediately from the Key lemma 2.1, 0

A different choice of sections Li(x) gives a cocycle that is canonically cohomologous to the

previous one. So the cohomology class Cu (E) of this cocycle is well-defined.

11



Proof: (Compare with proof of lemma 3.4 in [G1])

n+I
fn(n) 0 J(vo,'" , V ,l+I) = AhA ß(vo, VI,'" ,'0"" ,Vu+I) = 0

j=2

because .6.(va, VI, ... 1 V;, ... ,vn+I) is invariant under the switch of vo aod VI module

2-torsion.

o
Proposition 3.3 The composition

Cn+I(n) ~ Cn(n) fÄn) I(:!(F)

is equal to zero.

Proof: (Compare with proof of proposition 2.4 in [SI]). There is a duality * : Cm+n-I (1n) --t

Cm +n - I (n), *2 = id that satisfies the following properties (see s.8 of § 3 in [G2]).

1. * commutes with the action of the permutation group Sm+1l .

2. If *(11,'" ,lm+n) = (l~, ... ,l:n+n) then

*(11 ,... ,~, ... ,Im+n) = (I: Il~ ,... ,~, ... '~H+n)

3. Choose volume forms in V';n and Vn ; consider partition

{l,'" ,rn + n} = {iI < ... < im} U {jI < ... < ju}

does not depend on a partition.

This duality ean be defined as follows. A configuration of (711. + n) vectors in an rn
dimensional coordinate vector space can be represented as columns of the m x ('m, + n)
matrix (Im, A) . The dual configuration is represented by 1~ X (111. + 11,) .matrix (-At I In)
Using the duality we can reformulate proposition 3.3 as folIows: the composition

Cn+I(2) ! Cn(l) irtJ:) I{:r (F)

is equal to O. Here

fn(n)(vo,'" ,vn ) := Alt.6.(vo) 1\ ß(vt} 1\ ... 1\ ß(vn-d E An F""

Consider the following diagram

Z[P}\{O,1,oo}]®An - 2F"" ~ AnF""

Here Z [p} \ {O I 1, 00 } ] is a free abelian group generated by symbols {x} where J: E

Pp \ {O, l, oo} I 8: {x} ® YI 1\ ... 1\ Yn-2 ~ (1 - x) 1\ X 1\ YI 1\ ... 1\ Yn-2 . Note that by
definition Coker8 = l{~ (F) . The homomorphism in+I(n) is defined as follows:

fn+I(n)(vo,'" ,vn+d := n![vo , '" ,Vn+I]

13



Lemma-construction 3.7 For 2 affine m -jiags in generic position in lIm

Li = (VI, .•• 1 Vm ) and Li = (Wl' ... ,'lUm )

there are just 2 frames associated with both of them.

Proof: We have the following isomorphisms of I-dimensional vector spaces:

. L k jL k - l '" L k n L m - k+l
81· 1 1 -+ 1 2

82 : L21
-

k+l j L21
-

k .:::. Lr n L21
-

k+l

Put If := SI(Vk) , 12
m

-
k+l

:= S2(Wm -k+d . Theo the frames (lI; .. ·; Ir1
) and

(ti; ... ;Ir1
) associated with hoth Li and L2 .

D

m

Then detg = n Ak because 9 = 11+ . A' 11,_ :

k=1

where 11,_ (11,+) is a lower (upper) triangular matrix and A is a diagonal one with entries A~~

(the Gauss decomposition).

From the other hand the left·hand side in proposition 2.4 is equal to

D
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§ 4 Tbc universal ehern dass Cn E Hn(BGL(m).,I{~)

1. The Gersten resolution to Milnor's K -theory ([Ka]). Let F be a field with a

discrete valuation v and the residue class F v (= F) . The group of units U has a natural
homomorphism U ---+ P*, u I-t U . An element 1r E F* is prime if ordv ( 1r) = 1 . There

is a canonical homomorphism (see [MI]):

(n ~ 0)

uniquely defined by properties ('Ui E U)

1. a( {1r, ll.J, ... , un } ) = {u}, ... ,un }

2. 8({UI,···,Un+l})=0

Let JY be an excellent scheme (EOA [3] IV § 7), XCi) the set of all codimension i points

x, F (x) the field of functions corresponding to a point x E ./\(i) .

There is a sequence of group K(n) . (Here 1</:1(x) := ]<!;1 (F(x)) ):

[(;;t (F(./Y)) ~ EB K:~l(X) ~ EB K:~2(X) ---+ •.. ---+ EB Z (4.1)
xEX(1) XEX(1) xEX(r)

We will follow [Ka] in the definition of a . Let us define for y E X (i) and x E )(i+1 a

homomorphism

as follows. Let Y be the norinalisation of the reduced scheme {y} . Set

8i :LNF(x')/ F(x) 0 ax ,
x'

where Xl ranges over all points of Y· lying over x, ax': ](!~l(Y) ~ I(*(x) is the tarne

symbol associated with the discrete valuation ring OY,xl and ]\TF(xl)/F(x) is the norm map
]<~ (x') ~ I<tI (x) (see [BT], eh. I § 5 and [Ka], § 1.7). The coboundary a is by definition
the sum of these homomorphism 8i .
Proposition 4.1 82 = 0 .

Proof: See proof of proposition I in [Ka].

Theorem 4.2 The camp/ex JC( n). is exact.

D

2. Explicit formula for a dass c E HU (BGL(l1l)., Jb~) . Set G := ,G x .~. x G,
11 times

Recall that

So :.!!. 2
BG. := pt .t= G +- G ...

Sl -
'2

is the symplicial scheme representing the classifying space for a group G. We will compute

H n (BG., K~) using the Gersten resolution (4.1). So cochain we have to construct lives
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Set

(4.6)

(4.9)

Wr := I: Wjo,···,jr E EB If;t (F(Djo"."jr))
jo+···+jr=m-n jO+· ..+jr:;:::;m-n

Wr := I: Wjo,···,jr;a E EB K~ (F(Djo, .."jr;a))
jO+",+jr=m-n jo+"'+jr=m-n

Theorem 4.3 Collection 0/ elements Wr defines a cocycle in the bicomplex (4.2).

Proof: Choose a partition io + ... + i r = m - .,.. Let t be a subvariety in the manifold of

(1' + 1) -tupies of affine (112 - r + 1) -flags in ,Im defined as follows:

Eio,-i. := { (Lö,---, L;)I dim (~L~)= (~ip) -1}

This is a codimension n - l' + 1 irreducible subvariety.

Proposition 4.4 The component oJ 8wr on Eio, ... ,ir is non zero if ik = 0 Jor some k but
ip > 0 Jor p -=I k , In this case it is equal to

-f ( ) (ffi L i
p-

1 lZ io -Zil: lir)r T W p O,""k,"',r

v/:- k

Proof: Let ja + ... +]1' = 112 - n and

(l I /m-n+1. ./1 zm-n+1) - (Le L e) D-' .0," . , 0 ," . 1 rl'" 1 l' = 0,'" 1 l' E Jo,"',)r

Choose a volume form in the codimension n -subspace (/~, ... , l~o+1
, ... , I; , ... , ltr +

1
)

Then we can compute the determinant ~(VI,"" v m - n+r ) for any rn - n + T vectors in
this subspace. Set

A( . ),_ A(11 /jo+1 1~ [1 ljr+1)
L.\ Jk+1 .- L.\ 0,"', 0 ,"', k ,"', 1"'''' ,.

Then by definition
l'

Wjo''''Jr = I: (_l)k {~(jo + 1),'" ,~(;+ 1),'" ,6(jr + I)} (4.7)
k=O

The coboundary 8wjo""Jr can be nonzero on divisors ß(jk+d = 0 in Djo, ... ,jr only. The
component of 8wjo,,,.,jr on the divisor ~(jk+1) = 0 is equal to

s (ffi Ljp ffi /)/;:+1 l/j o+1 ... 1-;;;; .'. zjr+1) (4.8)W PWk 0 , 'k ' '1'

p=o

This formula implies immediately that the component of fJwr on Cio, ... i
r

is zero iflkl =
ik2 = 0 for same k1 -=I k2 .

It follaws fram (4.8) that in the case ip > 0 for all p the component of 8w,. on Eio, ... ,i: is

f1' (T) (I:.l' (_l)k (ffi L~ -1 + li'llbo, -.. ,L;f, ---,l~ )'1 )
1..'=0 p=O

18



Note that (E9 Lip-1IZbo, ... ,z~r) is a configuration of n~ + 1 vectors in an 117, -dimensional
p=o

space (4.9) is equal to

But this is equal to zero according to lemma 3.2.

Now suppose that ik = 0, ip =P 0 for p =P k . Then (4.8) implies that the component of

8(wr ) on eio,... ,ir is exactly (4.6).

o
3. Relation to the classical construction of Chern cycles. Suppose that a vector bundle E
ver X s sufficiently many seetions. Consider first of a11 the case when dirn E = '11, and we

are interested in cn(E) E CHn(./y) . Choose a seetion so(x) E r(./\, E) that is transversal

to the zero seetion of E. Then the subvariety

Da := {.7; E Xlso(:r) = O}

has codimension n and represents the class cn(E) E CHn(./y) . Now let 81(X) be another

generic seetion of E (i.e. it is transversal to the zero seetion of E tao). Then

should represent the same class in CHn(..,y) . To see this let us consider a codimension

(n - 1) subvariety

There is a canonical rational function

So Do and D1 are canonically rational1y equivalent cycles. Now let s2(x) be the third

generic seetion of E. Put

D012 = {x E ...YI ditn (so(x), Sl(X), S2(X)) = 2}

Then codim D012 = n - 2 and there is a canonical element

A012 := 12(2)(80, sI, 82) E !(2(F(DQ12))

8(AOI2) = A01 - A02 + A12

where 8 : !(2(F(Y)) -t U F(y)* is the tarne symbol. Continuing this process we get for
yEY(l)

r + 1 generic seetions so(x), .. ·, sr(x) of E a codimension (n - 1') subvariety

DQ1 ...r := {x E ...YI dirn (so(x),··· ,sr(x)) = 1'}
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Proof: See § 3 of [02] or theorem 5. below.

In complexes (5.2) groups Bn(F) placed in degree 1 aod On has degree +1.

The complex Bp(2) is the well-known Bloch-Suslin complex.

2. The motivic complexes f(.IY; n) for a regular scheme.lY (n::; 3) . Let F be a

field with a discrete valuation v and the residue dass F v . Let us construct a canonical

homomorphism of complexes

Dv : BF(n) -t BpJn - 1)[-1)

There is a homomorphism e : An F* -t An-lF: uniquely defined by the following

properties ( Ui EU, 'll 1-+ U is the natural homomorphism U -t F: and 11'" is a prime:

ordv1f = 1 ) :

1. e(1f /\ u1 /\ ... /\ U n-1) = U1 /\ ... /\ Un-l

2. e(Ul /\ ... 1\ u n ) = 0

It clearly does not depend on the choice of 11'" •

Let us define a homomorphism Sv : Z [pi] -t Z[PjJ as follows

{ } _ {{x} if x is a unit
Sv x - o otherwisc

Proposition 5.2 Homomorphism (5.4) induces a homomorphism

(5.4)

Proof: Straightforward but tedious computations using explicit formula (3.17) from [G3] for

generators of the subgroup R3(F) .

To avoid such computations one can consider subgroups Rn (F) c Z [p}] defined in s. 4 of

§ 1 in [03]. Then more or less by definition sveR.n(F)) = Rn (Fv) and o( Rn (F)) = 0 .

So there are corresponding groups 8 n (F) :=~ together with homomorphisms Sv :

8n(F) -t 8 n (pv) .

o
Set

(5.5)

Lemma 5.3 The homomorphism Dv commutes with the coboundary 0 and hence defines a

homomorphism 0/ complexes (5.3).

Proof: Straightforward computation. See also s. 14 of § 1 in [02] where the corresponding
fact proved for groups 8 n (F) .

o
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Now let ..-Y be an arbitrary regular scheme, "-Y(i) the set of all codimension i points of

..-Y, F(x) the field of functions corresponding to a point x E "-Y(i) . We define the motivic
complexes f(..-Y, 11) as the total complexes associated with the following bicomplexes:

f(X,l): F(..-yt ~ II Z
xEX(l)

U F(x)* ~
xEX(l)

f(..-Y,2) :

f(..-Y; 3) :

A2F(X)*

T8
B2(P(X))

A3p(..-yt ~

i <5

B2(F(X)) 0 F(..-yr ~
i <5

B3(F(..-Y))

u Z
XEX(2)

U A2p(x)* ~
XEX(I)

T<5

B2(F(..-Y))

Il F(xt ~
XEX(l)

u Z
xEX(3)

where Bn(F(..-Y)) is placed in degree 1 and coboundaries have degree +1 .

The coboundaries ai are defined as follows. 81:= II aV;r:' The others are a little bit
xEX(I)

more complicated. Let x E ..-Y(k) and V1 (y ), ... l Vm (y) be all discrete valuations of the

field F(x) over a point y E "-Y(k+1)' Y Ex, Then F(x)i := P(X)Vi(Y) :) F(y) ,
(If x is nonsingular at the point y, then F (x) i = F (y) and ln = 1 ). Let us define a
homomorphism Eh : A2F(x) -t F(y)* as the composition

m

A2 F(xt EB~(l/) EB F(x); $NF~/F(~) F(yt

i=l

and F(x)* $~j E9 z ~ z ,
i=1

3. Motivic ehern classes Cn E H~(BGLm(F)., Z(n)) , n::; 3 . Recall that

So ~ 2
BG, := pt ~ G +- G .,.

SI -
·l

We have to construct a 2n-cocycle Cn in the bicomplex

(4.7)

where s* = ~(_l)lSi . Its components in

(128)
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D

So we have defined a homomorphism /(1') : BC*(r) ---+ BF(2) . It is non-zero only on the
Grassmannian subcomplex C*(2) C BC*(2) .

c) n = 3 . We have to define a homomorphism from the total complex associated with the

bicomplex
1 1 1

-+ C6(4) -t C5(4) -+ C4(4)

1 1 1
-+ C5(3) ---+ C4(3) ---+ C3(3)

to the complex

B3{F) -+ B2(F)®F* -t A3p*

A homomorphism 13(3) : C3(3) -t A3 F* was defined by formula (3.2). Set

14(3) : C4(3) -+ B2(F) ® P*

14(3) : (10, ... ,14) >-> ~Alt{T(lolh, ... ,lU}}2 <21 .6.(10,11,12)
(5.15)

Proposition 5.5 14 (3) does not depend on fhe choice 0/ the va/urne form W3 E A3 (V3 ) * that

we need for fhe definition of ~(lOl 111 12) .

Proof: The difference between the right-hand sides of (5.15) computed using .\. W3 and W3

is proportional to (fight-hand side of (5.14) ®.\ . So it is zero by lemma 5.4.

D

Proposition 5.6 13(3) 0 d = 8 0 /4(3)

Proof: Direct calculation using the formula

D

Now set

(5.16)

Theorem 5.7 14(3) 0 d = 8 0 15(3)

Proof: See proof of theorem 3.10 in [G3].

o
Proposition 5.8 1k(3) 0 d' = 0 for k = 3,4,5 .

Proof: For k = 3 tbis is lemma 3.2. For k = 4,5 see theorem 3.12 in [03].

D

Proposition 5.9 15(3) 0 cl = 0 in B3(F) .
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